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 Section 29 of the Education Act 2002 requires governing bodies to: 

 Establish and to publicise procedures for dealing with all complaints 
relating to the school or to provision of facilities or services  

 Have regard to any relevant guidance given from time to time by the 
Secretary of State  

The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines that can be used when 
developing or reviewing processes for dealing with concerns and complaints 

Extract from DfE School Complaints Toolkit 2014: 

Dealing with complaints  initial concerns  

Schools need to be clear about the difference between a concern and a complaint. 
Taking informal concerns seriously at the earliest stage will reduce the numbers that 
develop into formal complaints. However, formal complaints should always follow the 
complaints procedure.  

These key messages deal with complaints but the underlying principle is that concerns 
ought to be handled, if at all possible, without the need for formal procedures. The 
requirement to have a complaints procedure need not in any way undermine efforts to 
resolve the concern informally. In most cases the class teacher or the individual 
delivering the service in the case of extended school provision, will receive the first 
approach. It would be helpful if staff were able to resolve issues on the spot, including 
apologising where necessary.  

Dealing with complaints  formal procedures  

The formal procedures will need to be invoked when initial attempts to resolve the issue 
are unsuccessful and the person raising the concern remains dissatisfied and wishes to 
take the matter further.  

Schools might wish to nominate a member of staff to have responsibility for the 
operation and management of the school complaints procedure. They could be termed 

-
headteacher.  

Framework of Principles  

An effective complaints procedure will:  
 encourage resolution of problems by informal means wherever possible  

 be easily accessible and publicised  

 be simple to understand and use  
 be impartial  

 be non-adversarial  
 allow swift handling with established time-limits for action and keeping people 

informed of the progress  

 ensure a full and fair investigation by an independent person where necessary;  

 confidentiality  
 address all the points at issue and provide an effective response and appropriate 

redress, where necessary 

 provide information 
be improved  
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Investigating complaints  

It is suggested that at each stage, the person investigating the complaint (the 
complaints co-ordinator), makes sure that they:  

 establish what has happened so far, and who has been involved  

 clarify the nature of the complaint and what remains unresolved  
 meet with the complainant or contact them (if unsure or further information is 

necessary)  
 clarify what the complainant feels would put things right  

 interview those involved in the matter and/or those complained of, allowing them to 
be accompanied if they wish  

 conduct the interview with an open mind and be prepared to persist in the 
questioning  

 keep notes of the interview or arrange for an independent note taker to record 
minutes of the meeting  

Resolving complaints  

At each stage in the procedure schools will want to keep in mind ways in which a 
complaint can be resolved. It might be sufficient to acknowledge that the complaint is 
valid in whole or in part. In addition, it may be appropriate to offer one or more of the 
following:  

 an apology  

 an explanation  

 an admission that the situation could have been handled differently or better  
 an assurance that the event complained of will not recur  

 an explanation of the steps that have been taken to ensure that it will not happen 
again  

 an undertaking to review school policies in light of the complaint  

It would be useful if complainants were encouraged to state what actions they feel might 
resolve the problem at any stage. An admission that the school could have handled the 
situation better is not the same as an admission of negligence.  

An effective procedure will identify areas of agreement between the parties. It is also of 
equal importance to clarify any misunderstandings that might have occurred as this can 
create a positive atmosphere in which to discuss any outstanding issues.  

Vexatious Complaints  

If properly followed, a good complaints procedure will limit the number of complaints 
that become protracted. However, there will be occasions when, despite all stages of 
the procedures having been followed, the complainant remains dissatisfied. If the 
complainant tries to reopen the same issue, the chair of the GB is able to inform them in 
writing that the procedure has been exhausted and that the matter is now closed. If the 
complainant writes again on the same issue, then the correspondence may be 
recognised as vexatious and there will be no obligation on the part of the school to 
respond.  
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It is important to note however that, should a complainant raise an entirely new, 
separate complaint, it must be responded to in accordance with the complaints 
procedure. It is not the complainant who is vexatious; it is the correspondence.  

Time Limits  

Complaints need to be considered and resolved, as quickly, and efficiently as possible. 
An effective complaints procedure will have realistic time limits for each action within 
each stage. However, where further investigations are necessary, new time limits can 
be set. The complainant should be sent details of the new deadline and an explanation 
for the delay. 

 Cut-off Limits  

It is arguably reasonable to expect parents to make a complaint as soon as possible 
after an incident arises but there may be good reasons why a parent has not made a 
complaint earlier (e.g. they were gathering further information to support their complaint 
or they were not fully aware of the implications of an incident until a later date). In light 
of this, schools should ensure that if they have a general cut-off policy that they are 
willing to consider exceptions. Schools should not have blanket policies of refusing to 
consider any complaints not lodged within the stated period.  

 

 

** A copy of the Norfolk model procedure for handling concerns and complaints 
is included as Appendix A of this document ** 

 

If a complaint has a potential safeguarding element:  

The investigation of 
hold until this has been resolved or further guidance received. 

procedure must be followed as outlined in 
 

An allegation is considered to meet the safeguarding criteria if someone working with 
children (whether in a paid or voluntary position) has: 

 

 

 

In these cases, the complaint should go immediately to the Headteacher (or Chair of 
Governors if the complaint is against the Head). 

The Head, or Chair, in this instance must telephone the Local Authority Designated 
Officer (LADO) without delay on 01603 223473 and no later than within 24 hours of 
receiving the complaint.  Any further investigation must not be carried out into the 
complaint before receiving advice from the LADO. 

The LADO will advise on the safeguarding element and whether the complaint can be 
pursued through th  
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Dealing with Parental Complaints 
Quite often it is a governor to whom parents turn to, in the first instance, when they have 
a particular concern about their child or a complaint about a member of staff in the 
school. 

It is important to remember the following: 

  

 Do not agree to solve the problem 

 Do not discuss with other governors 

 If parents approach you with clearly personal worries, then direct them through the 
proper channel - which is usually the Headteacher 

 If you receive a lot of complaints or comments on one particular issue, discuss this 
with the Chair and Headteacher first 

 The governing body meeting is not the place to bring up petty grumbles - you need 
to exercise good judgement 

 Never bypass the Headteacher in any action you feel should be taken in response to 
a complaint 

 Remain impartial, do not offer an opinion 

 
cannot resolve the difficulty 

 

If the complaint is about the headteacher: 

The complainant should write directly to the Chair of governors who will investigate the 
complaint. If not resolved the Chair will convene a Governors Complaints Panel. 

The process for a complaints panel is shown on the following page: 
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Complaints Panel - meeting process

to form Panel  also a 
clerk. Panel members to 
have had no previous 
involvement with the 
complaint 

Convenient time and 
venue is agreed with the 
complainant and panel 

The clerk will document 
who is present and who is 
chairing the panel 

The chair will invite the 
complainant to give a 
verbal statement in 
support of their written 
submission 

Panel members are given 
the opportunity to ask 
questions of clarification 

Relevant information is 
sent to all parties including 
the clerk. Chair of panel is 
appointed in advance of 
the Panel hearing 

Chair will invite any other 
party to give a statement 

Chair of the Panel will 
introduce and welcome 
participants - explain the 
purpose of the meeting 
and how it is to be 
conducted 

Panel members are given 
the opportunity to ask 
questions of clarification 

The chair will check that 
the panel members are 
clear about all the facts 
regarding the complaint 

The chair notifies 
participants when the 
decision will be advised 
and ask everyone except 
the panel \ clerk to leave 

The chair will invite the 
panel members to discuss 
the complaint, agree a 
decision and what action, 
if any, is to be taken 

The clerk will document 
the decision, agreeing the 
precise wording with those 
present 

The chair will inform all 
parties of the decision 
within 10 school days of 
the panel meeting. The 

 

START OF PROCESS 

END OF PROCESS 

Complainant writes to the 
Chair of Gov s. Chair of 
Gov s responds within 5 
school days 
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If the complaint is regarding a member of staff: 

If the complaint is about the personal conduct of a member of staff, including the 
headteacher, it will be dealt with under the school's internal confidential (disciplinary) 
procedures, as required under employment law, and the detailed outcome of any 
investigation will not be disclosed to the complainant. 

School
conduct or capability of individual members of staff. Such issues are subject to internal 
personnel procedures adopted separately by the governing body. Certain complaints 
about members of staff have to be investigated by the headteacher and/or chair of 
governors in confidence and the outcome cannot be communicated to the complainant.  

The complainant is only entitled to know that the matter has been investigated and 
appropriate action taken.  

You can request specific guidance and support on dealing with complaints against 
members of staff from your Human Resources Adviser. 

Where the complaint results in a staff grievance or disciplinary it is important that the 
school follows the appropriate procedures and that the complainant should not be given 
any details of the action involving an individual member of staff. 

If the complaint is from a member of staff about a colleague then the school grievance 
procedure should be followed.  
 
Complaints from the community 

Dealing with complaints or concerns from residents is also the responsibility of the 
school and the governing body. It is important to maintain good relationships with local 
residents and to that end schools should ensure that any concerns from the community, 
which tend to be about issues such as litter, unruly pupils, objects landing in gardens 
and car parking, are dealt with in a similar way to a complaint from a parent or other 
legal representative of the child. 

In the event of an incident giving rise to a complaint, a prompt and courteous reply - with 
perhaps an expression of regret for any inconvenience caused - will go a long way to 
maintaining the school's good name and standing in the community. 

It is the responsibility of the governing body of the school to ensure that any third party, 
such as a sports or social club, offering community facilities or services through the 
school premises, or using school facilities, has its own complaints procedures in place. 

If the complaint is about a governor: 

Complaints against governors can be categorised as follows: 

 Those from other governors on the governing body 

 From members of the public which includes parents 

 Members of the school staff 

Irrespective of the category of complaint the responsibility for dealing with the complaint 
is that of the governing body, which would normally fall to the Chair of governors to 
manage. 
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Where the complaint is made against the Chair then: 

 It should be made by writing to the Clerk to the governing board 

The governing body need to consider to what extent the internal investigation of a 
complaint against a governor by another governor generates a conflict of interest or 
prejudice. 

No member of the school staff, including the headteacher, should be involved in the 
investigation of a complaint against a governor other than as a witness. 

Procedure 

 This procedure is for complaints from members of the public, parents and governors 

 All complaints must be in writing, which includes email 
 The Chair must inform the governor against whom the complaint is made, the 

content of the complaint and how it is to be managed 
 All complaints must be reported to the governing body as soon as is practicable, 

however the information must be restricted to: 
 the date the complaint was received; and 

 against which governor the complaint is made 

 Unless otherwise agreed by the governing body, the complaint should be managed 
by the Chair 

The Chair may wish to seek advice and support from the Local Authority. 

 The Chair should arrange a meeting with the complainant to determine the nature of 
the complaint. To substantiate the complaint the complainant should be able to 
supply evidence 

 It may be that due to the nature of the complaint, the Chair can resolve the issue at 
the initial meeting and no further action be taken 

 This outcome should be reported immediately to the governor who the complaint is 
against and the governing body 

 Where the complaint cannot be resolved at the initial meeting with the complainant, 
the Chair will need to meet with the governor concerned and put to them the 
complaint in order for them to make a response 

 The Chair will write a letter to the complainant providing an outcome to their 
complaint 

 The outcome of the complaint could be that: 

 the complaint is dismissed 
 the complaint is upheld in part or whole and a letter of apology is sent to the 

complainant 
 the complaint is detrimental to the reputation of the governing body and the 

governor concerned is invited to resign 
 the governor is suspended 

 the governor is removed from the governing body 
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Procedure for managing complaints from school staff against governors 

 The member of staff should report their complaint to the headteacher who will then 
report it to the Chair. Staff should not be submitting a complaint against a governor 
without notifying the headteacher 

 Staff may seek advice from their Professional Association to determine whether their 

procedure 

 The procedure then follows as that above 

Procedure for managing complaints against the Chair 

 Good practice supports this process being undertaken by an independent third party. 
A Chair from another governing body would be a sensible approach to adopt. 

 The procedure then follows as that above 

However, this would need to be approved by the governing body. 

Recording 

The outcome of a complaint needs to be recorded in the minutes of the governing body 
meeting.  

Suspension, removal and resignation 

Where a governor was at fault and the complaint so serious that it was upheld with the 
outcome being the recommendation that the person should no longer serve as a 
governor, the expectation would be that the person would resign. 

Should the governor not resign and their continuation as a governor affect the 
reputation and work of the governing body, the governor can be suspended. 

In some circumstances it may be necessary to remove the governor from the governing 
body in order to resolve the issue. Such an action may be taken as a consequence of a 

 

Where the complaint is made against the Chair, the governing body has the power to 
remove them from office. This also includes the Vice-Chair. 
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Appendix A 
 

Section 29 of the Education Act 2002 
states that governing bodies are required to have in place  

a procedure for dealing with complaints. 
 
A Procedure for handling concerns and complaints is set out in this document in 
bold print.  It is hoped that governing bodies will discuss it and adopt it.  Levels 1 
and 2 of the procedure are informal.    
 
General guidance and information is provided in italics.  Guidance is also provided on 
the procedure after each level. The guidance will also help to clarify for school staff, 

 

 
 General Guidance 
 Research shows that someone experiencing an unhappy situation with an 

organisation is likely to tell up to 10 other people about his/her negative experience.  
In terms of the reputation of a school this will relate to people within the local 
community, other parents, friends and relatives  

 However, someone having a good experience of how an issue is handled will tell up 
to 10 people about his/her positive experience 

 How an issue is handled gives people a clear idea of how committed the school and 
governing body are to giving the best possible provision   

 Issues need to be dealt with by parents, carers or guardians and a school as calmly, 
courteously and as quickly as possible  

 School staff must always give consideration to their own safety 

 Guidance and procedures are available regarding violence at work in Section 8 of 
 

 Schools and governing bodies may wish to discuss a way of obtaining feedback 
from parents which could allow for some issues to be dealt with before parents feel it 
necessary to raise concerns with the school 

 Concerns and complaints should be viewed positively as data gathered can be used 
to inform school evaluation and future plans and strategy 

 Parents, carers and guardians are reminded to let teachers and headteachers know 
when the school has done something they are pleased with   

 Skills that can be used to show understanding of and to resolve the concern or issue 
are:  

 Listening and probing for specifics 

 Clarifying ambiguities  
 Separating out multiple concerns 

 Repeating back to check understanding 

 Discussing realistic solutions 
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It is important that the school keeps a written record of any meetings that take 
place regarding an issue or complaint. 
 
 
Allegations of abuse against a member of the school staff must be reported to the 
headteacher immediately. Allegations of abuse against the headteacher must be 
reported to the chair of governors immediately. The procedures are set out in 
Children 6) and must be followed.  Contact must be made by the 
headteacher or chair of governors with the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO).   
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A Procedure for handling concerns and complaints 
School name: XXXXXX 

All schools in Norfolk want their pupils to be healthy, happy and safe, and to 
achieve.   They recognise that parents, guardians or carers play an important part 
in making this happen.  Cooperation between parents, staff and governors leads 
to a shared sense of purpose and a good atmosphere in the school.   

Each level of the procedure set out below offers the opportunity for concerns and 
complaints to be resolved as quickly as possible. 
Level 1  informal  

Parents, carers or guardians should, in the first instance, make an appointment to 
speak to the class teacher or a head of year about the concern.  It is best to 
resolve issues at this point.  Any member of the public wishing to make a 
complaint regarding school related issues should be directed to the headteacher. 
Guidance on informal level 1: 

 Concerns should initially be handled informally in a manner that offers the best 
way of resolving issues   

 A class teacher or head of year should offer an appointment to discuss the issue 
as quickly as possible, as this will give both parties time to talk about it calmly 
and politely without being interrupted. This can allow parties to remain calm.  It 
will also show a commitment to resolving issues  

  It is important for parents to recognise that schools are busy organisations and 
that it may not be possible to offer an appointment straight away  

 The parties involved should be encouraged to offer their view of what would be a 
realistic resolution to the problem  

Level 2 - informal 

Parents, carers or guardians dissatisfied with the result of the discussions with 
the class teacher or head of year should ask for an appointment to meet with the 
headteacher or, in a larger school, a member of the leadership team, a deputy 
headteacher or assistant headteacher. For complaints raised with the 
headteacher at level 1, the next step should be to write to the Chair of Governors. 

If a resolution to the issue is proving difficult to find, the headteacher, a member 
of the leadership team, a deputy headteacher or assistant headteacher can speak 
to one member of the governing body about the issue who may be willing to offer 
informal intervention. However, there is no obligation on any governor to become 
involved at this level.   

If everyone involved is unable to resolve the issue then it may be necessary to 

issue that is the focus of the complaint will determine the person contacted. The 
headteacher, member of the leadership team, deputy headteacher or assistant 
headteacher should know who to ring or the Customer Service Centre will be able 
to offer information on 0344 800 8020 or e-mail:information@norfolk.gov.uk 
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Guidance on informal level 2: 

 It is always best to resolve issues informally at the earliest possible time but if the 
person is not satisfied with the result of the talk with the teacher or head of year 
then he/she can ask for an appointment to meet with the headteacher or, in a 
larger school, a member of the leadership team, a deputy head or assistant 
headteacher   

 
complaints to be sorted out quickly and smoothly   

 The aim should be that discussions end on a positive note with no bad feeling   

 It is good practice for headteachers or member of the leadership team, a deputy 
head or assistant headteacher to write a letter to parents summarising what has 
been agreed regarding the issue 

 The headteacher, a member of the leadership team, a deputy head or assistant 

bringing about a resolution but there is no obligation on any governor to become 
involved at this level   

 The advice from a Ch
facilitate a resolution to the problem as quickly as possible   

 It is hoped that most problems will have been resolved by now.  

Level 3  formal complaint letter to headteacher 

An issue that has not been resolved through the informal levels 1 and 2 can 
become an official complaint.   

Parents, carers or guardians wishing to move to level 3 must write a formal letter 
of complaint to the headteacher.  The letter will need to set out clearly the issues 
which have previously been discussed and why they consider the issue to be 
unresolved.   

Headteachers should consider the complaint and discuss a resolution with the 
complainant.  The headteacher should offer a resolution to the complainant in 
writing within 10 school days of receipt of the letter. 

Guidance on level 3- formal: 

An unresolved issue can now move to a formal complaint.  This is a serious step to be 
taken. In consideration of future home/school relationships everyone concerned will 
need to negotiate an agreement and concentrate on finding a resolution to the issue.   

Concerns or complaints specifically about the headteacher  

The decision that the headteacher has made as a result of the complaint does not 
become a complaint about the headteacher.  If the complainant feels the 
complaint has not been resolved he/she should put the complaint in writing to the 
Chair of Governors asking them to investigate.   

If, the concern or complaint is specifically about the headteacher and is unable to 
be resolved at the informal stage, then it will be necessary for the complainant to 
formally complain to the Chair of Governors. The school will provide the Chair of 
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address marking the 

days of receipt and contact a Governor Support Service Officer for advice.   

 

Level 4   

Complainants wishing to move to level 4 of the formal complaints procedure will 

Complaints Panel meets to hear the complaint.  This formal complaint letter must 
be received within 10 school days of the last meeting with the headteacher 
concerning the issue.  The complainant should write to the Chair of Governors at 

 
will need to set out the complaint that has previously been formally discussed 
with the headteacher and show why the matter is not resolved. 

Time Scales: 

 Acknowledgement within 5 school days  

 
school days (unless this goes into 
school holidays) 

Written documentation sent to 

complainant and headteacher  

5 school days before meeting.  

anel members 
decision communicated to all 
concerned  

As soon as possible but within 10 
school days of meeting.  

 

Before the meeting: 

writing within 5 school days of 
receipt and arrange for a panel of governors to meet within 15 school days of 
receipt.  It must be recognised that if the letter is received within 14 school days 
to the end of term it may not be possible to organise the gov
meeting.  In this case the matter should be dealt with within 10 school days of the 
school reopening. 

documentation should be requested from the school. The clerk should send both 

Complaints Panel members, complainant and headteacher (and anyone else 
involved in the meeting) at least 5 school days before the date of the meeting.    

The complaina
Complaints Panel meeting to give a verbal statement in support of their 
documentation.  Each of them can bring someone to support them if they wish.    
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At the meeting: 

The complainant and headteacher (or his representative) should provide all the 

should clarify any points. After the complainant and headteacher (or his 
representative) have provided all the information they wish, the chair will ask all 
parties to leave except the panel members and the clerk. 

After the meeting: 

days to explain their decision and suggest a resolution to the problem, if 
 

however, the complainant feels that the School and Governors have not followed 

Services Officer for assistance. In this case he/she should ring Customer 
Services on 0344 800 8020 who will arrange for an officer to get back to him/her.    

Taking your complaint further 

If you b
can complain in writing to the Secretary of State for Education. 

 

Guidance on level 4 - formal:  

Before the meeting: 

 The formal complaints letter should be passed to the vice-chair if the chair will be 
unable to receive the letter within 5 days   

 
the complaint and it is, therefore, unlikely that staff governors will be members of 
the panel  

At the meeting: 

 The Complaints Panel must be made up of at least three members and a clerk  

 Although this is a formal meeting, every effort should be made to make it as 
informal as possible for all concerned  

 Everyone attending should be in the room at the same time   

 Consideration may need to be given to the seating arrangements to make 
everyone feel equal and comfortable  

 The clerk  should take notes of the meeting, listing who is present: 

 Governors, stating  

 Headteacher (or his/her representative) and any other members of school 
staff  

 Parents and anyone accompanying them e.g. friend 

 Clerk  
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 stating 
the purpose and the format of the meeting to clarify this to all in attendance    

 People present should introduce themselves stating their reason for being at the 
meeting  

 nt 
from the complainant in support of his or her written letter of complaint and why 

members can ask questions to make sure they understand the issue from the 
ew   

 
from the headteacher (or his representative) in support of his/her written account 

Complaints Panel members can ask questions to make sure they understand the 
 

 
understand the issues and ask any further questions to clarify any points that are 
still not clear to them   

 
headteacher (or his representative) if they are satisfied that they have provided 
all the information they wanted or if there is something they wish to add and if 
they feel they have had a fair hearing   

 
chair will ask all parties to leave except the panel members and the clerk  

After the meeting: 

 
and the clerk remains to record the decision  

 The Panel members will need to consider the information, come to a decision 
and suggest a way to resolve the issue taking into account the best interests of 
the child or children   

 When the Panel have reached a decision the Clerk will inform everyone 
concerned in writing as soon as possible, but in any event, within 10 school days 
of the panel meeting  

aints Panel is final.   

correct procedures have been followed, that specific complaint cannot be 
reopened. If a request is received in this respect, the chair of governors should 
inform the complainant that the matter is closed.  

Any complaints concerning the conduct of school staff will be handled in 
accordance with the schools internal disciplinary procedures. The details of such 
an investigation will remain confidential.  
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Some complaints regarding admissions, the curriculum or special educational 
needs are covered by statutory regulations.  The headteacher or deputy 
headteacher can give information about these issues or advice can be sought 
from the Customer Service Centre on 0344 800 8020 or e-mail: 
information@norfolk.gov.uk 

Extended Schools: the governing body should ensure that any third party 
provider offering activities and services through the extended schools 
programme has their own complaints procedure in place.  Governors would need 
to have a discussion around, and make a decision about, what happens when the 

Panel.  This would ensure that the Governors are kept aware of complaints about 
provision.  
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